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Oscillatory Motion and Chaos 杨锦涛 2013301020005 物基一班 Abstract:This article is based on computational physics written by Nicholas J.Giordano and mainly introduce chapter 3.It includes the principle of simple harmonic motion and chaos in the driven nonlinear pendulum and period doubling and why the period doubles. Keyword:pendulum,harmonic motion,chaos,period 1. Simple Harmonic Motion One example of a simple pendulum is a particle of mass m connected by a massless string to a rigid support.We let θ be the angle that the string makes with the vertical and assume that the string is always taut.We also assume that there are only two forces acting on the particle,gravity and the tension of the string.It is convenient to consider the components of these forces parallel and perpendicular to the string.The parallel forces add to zero,since we assume that the string doesn’t stretch or break,while the force perpendicular to the string is given by



F  mg sin  where g is the acceleration due to gravity,and the minus sign reminds us that the force is always opposite to the displacement from the vertical,where θ=0. This force is wqual to the mass times the acceleration of the particle along the circular arc that is the particle’s trajectory.The displacement along this arc is s=lθ,where l is the length of the string.If we now assume that θ is always small so that sinθ=θ,we obtain the wquation of motion



d 2 g   2 dt l We now consider a numerical approach to this problem.
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where omega is the angular velocity of the pendulum. Then we use Euler-Cromer method to absolve this question.Euler-Cromer method is a simple modification of the Euler method and yields an algorithm that is also quite suitable. For each time step i calculate omega and θ at time step i+1:



g i 1  i   i  t l i 1  i  i 1 dt ti 1  ti  t Repeat for the desired number of time steps. This numerical solution is very stable;these calculated oscillations would persist until our patience runs out. 2. Chaos in The Driven Nonlinear Pendulum First,we do not assume the small-angle approximation.Second,we include friction of the form -q(dθ/dt).Third,we add to our model a sinusoidal driving driving force.Putting all of these ingredients together,we have the equation of motion



d 2 g d   sin   q  FD sin  Dt  2 dt l dt For each time step i,calculate omega and θ at time step i+1



g  i 1  i   sin  i  qi  FD sin  D t   t l  i 1  i  i 1 t ti 1  ti  t If θ[i+1] is out of the range[-pi,pi],add or subtract 2pi to keep it in this range. Repeat for the desired number of time steps. Considering and analyzing the results for θ and omega as functions of time where we plot the behavior for several different values of the driving force,with all of the other parameters held fixed.With a driving force of zero,the motion is damped and the pendulum comes to rest after at most a few oscillations.These damped oscillations have a frequency close to the natural frequency of the undamped pendulum and are a vestige of simple harmonic motion and its damped cousin.With a small driving force,we find two regimes.The first few oscillation are affected by the decay of an initial transient as in the case of no driving force.That is,the initial displacement of the pendulum leads to a component of the motion that decays with time and has an angular frequency.After this transient is damped away,the pendulum settles into a steady oscillation in response to the driving force.The pendulum then moves at the driving frequency but not at its natural frequency,with an amplitude determined by a balance between the energy added by the driving force and the energy dissipated by the damping. The behavior changes radically when the driving force is increased to 1.2.We see that the pendulum does not settle into any sort of repeating steady-state behavior.For this value of the driving force the behavior never repeats.This is an example of chaotic behavior. Let us consider the stability of the solutions to our pendulum equation of motion. We imagine that we have two identical pendulums,with exactly the same lengths and damping factors.We set them in motion at the same time,with the same driving forces.The only difference is that we start them with slightly different initial angles.



As time goes,the motion of the two pendulums becomes more and more similar,since the difference in the two angles approached zero as the motion proceeds.This in turn means that the motion is predictable.Since we can never hope to know the initial conditions or any of the other pendulum parameters exactly,this means that the behavior is for all practical purposes unpredictable.Our system is thus both deterministic and unpredictable.Put another way,a system can obey certain deterministic laws of physics,but still exhibit behavior that is unpredictable due to an extreme sensitivity to initial conditions.This is what it means to be chaotic. With a small driving force the trajectory in phase space is easy to understand in terms of the behavior we found earlier for θ.For short times there is a transient that depends on the initial conditions,but the pendulum quickly settles into a regular orbit in phase space corresponding to the oscillatory motion of both θ and omega.It can be shown that this final orbit is independent of the initial conditions. Then we plot omega versus θ only at times that are in phase with the driving force.The result of such a stroboscopic plot is very different in the chaotic regime.It turns out that except for the initial transient this phase-space trajectory is the same for a wide range of initial conditions.In other words,even though we cannot predict the behavior of θ,we do know that the system will possess values of omega and θ,which put it on this surface of points.The trajectory of our pendulum is drawn to this surface,which is known as an attractor. 3.Period Doubling We have seen that at low driving forces the damped,nonlinear pendulum exhibits simple oscillatory motion,while at high drive it can be chaotic.This raises an obvious question:Exactly how does the transition from simple to chaotic behavior take place?It turns out that the pendulum exhibits transitions to chaotic behavior at several different values of the driving force. While we again have periodic motion,the period is now twice the drive period.When a nonlinear system is excited or driven by a single frequency stimulus,the response is,in general,not limited to the driving frequency.The periods of these harmonics will be smaller than the drive period.In contrast,our pendulum is now exhibiting a response,a subharmonic,which is unlike any standard mixing effect. Let us define Fn to be the value of the driving force at which the transition to period behavior takes place.The shrinkage of the size of the periodic windows can be described by a parameter
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There are,as we have hinted above,several other known routes to chaos,and a few of them can also be found in the pendulum.However,rather than making this chapter the story of the pendulum,we will next consider several other chaotic systems. 4. Why the Period Doubles We now consider a rather different type of system that is called the logistic map.This system can be interpreted as a model for population growth in a collection of animals.The model is defined by the relation



xn 1   xn 1  xn  Let us first consider the behavior of the logistic map for small values of μ,as found for μ=2.0.Here the system rapidly approaches a particular value of x that is called a fixed point.That is,after many iterations the map repeats the same value of x,over and over.If we define the logistic function



f  x    x 1  x  then the fixed point x* of the map function satisfy the relation



x*  f  x * In addition to providing a nice way to analyze these period doubling transitions,this approach gives insight into the underlying nature og these transitions.Let us examine again the behavior of the first iterate.and consider the behavior of f(x) in the vicinity of a fixed point.Near a fixed point we can write



f  x *  x   f  x *   f '  x *  x The nature of the fixed points,their stability,the second iterate functions will all be basically the same for many different systems.This is why the chaotic properties of very different system,including the logistic map and the nonlinear pendulum,can be universal. 5. The Lorenz Model Lorenz was studying the equations of fluid mechanics,which are known as the Navier-Stokes equations;he grossly oversimplified the problem as he reduced it to only three equations



dx    y  x dt dy   xz  rx  y dt dz  xy  bz dt These are known as Lorenz equations. The Lorenz equations exhibit oscillatory solutions for certain parameter values,which could cause us to worry about using the Euler method.We might,therefore,want to use the Euler-Cromer method here,but since that algorithm is designed for second-order differential equations,it is not directly applicable to the Lorenz model.However,it turns out that the Euler algorithm can actually be used to treat the Lorenz problem,for the following reason.Several of the terms in the Lorenz equations play the same role as the damping term in the pendulum equations of motion,while other terms are analogous to the driving force.



Reference:Computational Physics(second Edition),Nicholas J.Giordano,Hisao Nakanishi.
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